We scale emerging food and beverage brands.

Food is undergoing a generational transformation from big food
companies (large established brands) selling shelf-stable products
(from the center of the store) and reliant on traditional marketing
(free ﬁlls, promos, etc.) sold through grocery stores to an industry of
small dynamic companies (a “long tail” of brands) selling fresh and
often plant-based products (at the outer edge of the store) and built
In a typical year, there are nearly 20,000 new food
and beverage products launched in the US,
representing half of all new consumer product
introductions.

on authentic and trusted relationships with consumers, often
leveraging new channels (direct to consumer, LSR, QSR) or new form
factors (grab-n-go).
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At the Fresh Factory, we’re building a platform to accelerate the growth of emerging food and beverage
brands. Building a platform means vertically integrating and oﬀering services above and beyond traditional
manufacturing, partnering to build brands where we see an opportunity, and materially participating in the
success of those brands. In short, we seek to be a partner, not a vendor.
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Formulation
Our in-house team of food scientists can work with your brand to scale up production from the
benchtop to full production runs. We’ll oﬀer recommendations on ingredients to make products
simpler and more cost-eﬀective to manufacture.

Food Safety
We work to ensure your formula is food safe, including receiving the proper process-authority
letters, and meets all current regulatory requirements.

Trials
When you’re ready to begin production, we can perform full-production trial runs to ensure the
product quality is the same for large runs as it was in the kitchen.
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Fresh Produce
We’ve built a trusted supply chain for fresh produce, often having relationships directly with
farmers and cooperatives around the country. On any given day, we’re processing thousands of
pounds of produce. Need good oranges in December? We know where to ﬁnd them.

Fran Arbogast-Carlson
Owner, Carlson-Arbogast Farm

Packaging

Carlson-Arbogast Farm in Michigan
provides beans for various dips and

We work with a host of packaging suppliers both in the US and abroad, and our product

spreads.

development team helps emerging brands ﬁnd the ideal look and cost for their products.

Ingredients
If your recipe calls for it, we’ve likely bought it or know where to get it. Sourcing ingredients can be
challenging and costly at a small scale. We have a network of ingredient suppliers to economically
source what you need at the quality speciﬁcations you demand.
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We are a market leader in food safety with extensive experience handling fresh
produce ingredients as well as products destined for HPP (high-pressure
processing). We are proud of our top-rated Safe Quality Food (SQF) Level III
certiﬁcation. We routinely work with products certiﬁed as gluten-free, kosher,
plant-based, non-GMO, and USDA organic. Our facility is based in Carol Stream,
Illinois, just west of Chicago. We’re a short drive to many leading distributors and
can service the entire country from this central location.
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Assembly, Packing, and Pick-Pack-Ship
Our team can provide assembly, case-packing, and pick-pack-ship services to help you
fulﬁll orders, whether for traditional retail distribution or alternative channels.

Storage and Inventory Management
We provide on-site and oﬀ-site storage for ingredients and ﬁnished goods, whether dry or
refrigerated. We can also help put an inventory plan in place and manage inventory levels.

Distribution
Our in-house logistics team can coordinate deliveries and optimize routes. We often have
multiple customers going to the same city or same DC and can help reduce transportation
and distribution costs.
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Terms and Factoring
We can extend terms on receivables typically by setting up lockbox arrangements
on purchase orders. We can also introduce companies to various ﬁnancing
partners to help with working capital, depending on the needs of the company.
Production Facility
Carol Stream, IL

Capital Partners
We are constantly working with accelerators, incubators, ﬂavor houses,

Our Manufacturing, Food Safety, Innovation,
Logistics, Finance, and Procurement teams all

consultants, and investors in the food and beverage space. We’re happy to make

work out of the same facility to ensure optimal

introductions within our network on an as-needed basis.

communication and execution.
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Equity partnership: Our goal is to
partner with 2-3 brands a year as a true
equity partner. These relationships are
limited, and we are highly selective.

Equipment partnership: We also
routinely partner with brands on
equipment and other infrastructure to
expand their production. In these
situations, brands invest in capacity in
return for a discounted tolling rate.

Traditional partnership: We are happy
to, and typically do, provide services on
a purely economic basis at
non-discounted rates in a traditional
consulting or manufacturing
relationship.
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We’re led by an experienced and proven
team

Nate Laurell

Edgar Perez

Siva Rangaswamy

Mike Weglarz

CEO
3x Entrepreneur in ﬁnance,
energy, and food

Production Manager
Jel Sert Co.
Greencore

Innovation Team Lead
MS Food Process
Engineering
Charlie Baggs, Inc.

Director Innovation
Harvard & Booth
Dupont Food Science

Jeremy Schupp

Bill Besenhofer

Andy Birk

Colin Gleeson

Kiersten Riechman

CFO
Nestle, Conagra, and
Energy.me

President & COO
Lean Six-Sigma Black Belt
Cardinal Health

Director Food Safety & QA
SQF Practitioner, PCQI,
HACCP, MS Food Process
Engineering, Eli Lilly

Director of Supply Chain
Produce Manager
FarmedHere Lead

Logistics & Customer
Service Manager
PLS Logistics Services, Nolan
Transportation Group

Bill Besenhofer
President
bill@thefreshfactory.co
(847) 903-6834
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Cup Size

1-4oz

6oz

10oz

12oz

16oz

Film Type

ﬁlm+foil

ﬁlm+foil

ﬁlm+foil

ﬁlm+foil

ﬁlm+foil

Hot Fill

x

x

x

x

x

Cold Fill

x

x

x

x

x

Cup Labeling: In-Mold Labeling

x

x

x

x

x

High-Shear Blend

x

x

x

x

x

Low Particulate

x

x

x

x

x

Medium Particulate

x

x

x

x

x

Low Viscosity

x

x

x

x

x

High Viscosity

x

x

x

x

x

10M+

10M+

10M+

10M+

10M+

Cup Labeling: Panel Labeling
Low-Shear Blend

Line Capacity (cups)

*Bottle Size

2oz

8oz

10oz

12oz

16oz

32oz

Closure Size

26-38mm

38-43mm

38-43mm

38-70mm

38-70mm

38-70mm

Smoothies

x

x

x

x

x

x

Salad Dressings

x

x

x

x

x

Cold-brewed Coffee and Teas

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Bottled Soups

x

x

x

x

x

Infused Waters

x

x

x

x

x

12M+

12M+

12M+

12M+

6M+

Cold-pressed Juice

Line Capacity (bottles)

x

12M+

